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Introduction
Starting in the 1980s, European broadcasting markets were liberalized, putting
an end to the predominant position public service broadcasting had in most
countries. At the same time, also due to new distribution technologies, a new
era of transfrontier television began and allowed for the circumvention of
domestic regulation (Dyson and Humphreys, 1989; Hallin and Mancini, 2004,
p. 275; Humphreys, 1996, pp. 164–170). As a response, both the European Union
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(EU) and the Council of Europe (CoE) became active in television regulation.
Existing research in political science reveals that Europeanization is not limited
to member states but affects non-EU member states as well (e.g., Sciarini, Fi-
scher, and Nicolet, 2004).
However, while the EU’s audiovisual policy and its influence on national
legislation of member states have been widely discussed (Harcourt, 2005; Harri-
son and Woods, 2007; Levy, 1999; Michalis, 2007; Wheeler, 2004), scholarly
attention is less frequently devoted to processes of Europeanization of non-mem-
ber states. With the exception of the new ex-ante test for public service broad-
casting in Norway (Moe, 2010), such processes have not yet been explored.
Thus, the present paper raises the question of how television regulation in
non-EU member states was Europeanized. Taking account of existing research
that shows that Europeanization affects non-members to varying degrees (Ege-
bert and Trondal, 1999; Kux and Sverdrup, 2000), this paper focuses on the case
of Switzerland. In contrast to acceding countries and members of the European
Economic Area (EEA), the country has no obligation to transpose community
law. The case study thus promises important insights into similarities and dif-
ferences with respect to Europeanization. Based on a qualitative analysis of
documents (legal documents, explanatory notes, government reports, parlia-
mentary debates), changes in television regulation and their connection to the
European level were looked at. Results indicate that the degree of Europeaniza-
tion in Switzerland differs remarkably from other non-member states: While
advertising regulation was reluctantly brought in line with less-strict EU direc-
tives, the introduction of a public value test and compliance with European
state aid rules proved to be non-issues. Yet similar to EEA members, rules were
adopted without having a say in their development.
In what follows, the ways Europeanization affects television regulation in
non-member states of the EU are discussed. Then, after shortly dealing with
the methods employed, the results of the case study are presented. Subse-
quently, the final section discusses the results and puts them into a wider con-
text before coming to a conclusion.
Europeanization, television and non-EU member
states
Regional integration gave rise to a whole new level of governance in Europe.
The concept of Europeanization denotes the partial replacement of national pol-
icy-making by supranationalism and it necessitates the transposition of com-
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munity law into national legislation of member states (Kux and Sverdrup, 2000,
p. 238).
European governance of transfrontier television
In the area of television regulation, Europeanization is of importance as well
because liberalization and new distribution technologies brought about a new
era of transfrontier television: Operating from the most favorable regulatory
base, television stations could access more-strictly regulated markets and cir-
cumvent domestic regulation (Dyson and Humphreys, 1989; Hallin and Man-
cini, 2004, p. 275; Harrison and Woods, 2007, pp. 97–98, 192–193; Humphreys,
1996, p. 170). Transfrontier television plays an even bigger role in small media
systems with a next-door giant neighbor sharing the same language. On the
one hand, small market size results in very costly media production and limits
advertising revenues, thus hindering the development of a domestic television
industry. On the other hand, overspilling foreign channels of the same language
hold a strong market position, involving fierce competition for domestic public
and commercial channels alike (Bonfadelli and Meier, 1994, pp. 71–72; Burgel-
man and Pauwels, 1992, pp. 173–174; Meier and Trappel, 1992, pp. 130–135;
Puppis, 2009, pp. 10–11; Trappel, 1991, pp. 358–363). Competition is not limited
to audience markets, as advertising revenues flow out to commercial broadcast-
ers abroad as well by way of so-called “advertising windows” on foreign chan-
nels directed at domestic viewers (Bonfadelli and Meier, 1994, pp. 82–83; Pup-
pis, 2009, pp. 11–12; Siegert, 2006, pp. 198–199).
In response to this increasing importance of cross-border television, which
undermined national regulation, “attempts were made by the European coun-
tries to compensate for this by establishing transnational systems of govern-
ance” (Syvertsen, 2003, p. 168). Both the Council of Europe (CoE) and the Euro-
pean Union (EU) became active in the late 1980s. The CoE’s “European
Convention on Transfrontier Television” (ECTT) of 1989 promotes the free circu-
lation of television programs provided that they adhere to commonly agreed
standards and also served as a basis for the preparation of the EU’s “Television
without Frontiers” (TWF) directive. This directive, which entered into force in
1989, regulates both transfrontier and domestic television, thus realizing a com-
mon market in television (Harrison and Woods, 2007, pp. 97–98, 173–174;
Michalis, 2007, pp. 157–161; Wheeler, 2004, pp. 354–357). While the TWF direct-
ive establishes that television stations are subject to their state of transmission’s
regulation only and that member states have to ensure freedom of reception and
retransmission of stations from other member states, it also stipulates minimum
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standards for television operations in all member states. Moreover, it allows for
reverse discrimination, that is, stricter domestic regulation. In addition to the
TWF directive and its successor, the “Audiovisual Media Services” (AVMS)
directive of 2007, broadcasting regulation is also subject to EU competition pol-
icy (Harrison and Woods, 2007, pp. 290–311; Moe, 2010, pp. 207–210).
The Europeanization of non-EU member states
The influence of the EU on domestic policies is not restricted to member states
but affects non-EU member states as well: “Adjacent countries and/or countries
maintaining intensive political or economic relations with the EU also may con-
verge to these European standards” (Schneider and Werle, 2007, p. 276). Due to
their geographical location and the importance of the common market for their
economies, these countries are highly influenced by European integration (Sci-
arini et al., 2004, p. 354). This is true for countries like Norway, Switzerland or
the Central and Eastern European states that became EU members later on.
However, Europeanization affects non-members to varying degrees as their
institutional ties with the EU differ. Consequently, the dichotomy of member-
ship/non-membership needs to be substituted by a more differentiated view on
integration that accounts for different forms of associate or quasi-membership
(Egebert and Trondal, 1999, p. 134; Kux and Sverdrup, 2000, p. 239). A distinc-
tion can be made between acceding countries, EEA countries and Switzerland
(Sciarini et al., 2004, pp. 354–355).
Towards acceding countries (e.g., in Central and Eastern Europe), the EU
pursues a policy of conditionality under which it provides incentives for compli-
ance with its policies. Pressure for adaptation arises from the prospect of full
membership (Schimmelfennig and Sedelmeier, 2004, pp. 661–662; Sciarini et
al., 2004, p. 354). Thus, both state aid rules and the AVMS directive have been
transferred to soon-to-be members.
The EFTA countries that joined the European Economic Area (EEA; namely
Norway, Iceland and Liechtenstein) are required to constantly align with the
EU acquis communautaire in the fields covered by the agreement. This includes
EU competition regulation as well as audio-visual and cultural policy, for exam-
ple, the AVMS directive or the MEDIA support program for the audio-visual
industry (Kux and Sverdrup, 2000, p. 245; Lavenex, Lehmkuhl and Wichman,
2009, p. 817; Moe, 2010, p. 210; Syvertsen, 2003, p. 156). The EEA agreement
“created a permanent stream of decisions from the EU system to the EEA coun-
tries” (Kux and Sverdrup, 2000, p. 241), and it can be argued that EEA countries
are Europeanized to the same extent as full EU members when it comes to the
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transposition of EU regulations (Egebert and Trondal, 1999, p. 134; Lavenex et
al., 2009, p. 817). Norway, for instance, recently implemented an ex-ante test
regarding the public service broadcaster’s new media services (Moe, 2010).
Given that EEA states are formally excluded from EU decision-making, some
have called this quasi-automatic transfer of EU regulations semi-colonial (La-
venex et al., 2009, p. 818).
In contrast to acceding countries and EEA members, countries like Switzer-
land have no legal obligation to transpose EU directives into national legislation
(Sciarini et al., 2004, p. 354). Nevertheless, Switzerland adjusted its regulatory
framework in many policy areas to EU rules (Mach, Häusermann, and Papado-
poulos, 2003, p. 302). Generally, such Europeanization without obligation may
take two different forms (Sciarini et al., 2004, pp. 354–355): First, direct Europe-
anization refers to transmission mechanisms resulting from international nego-
tiations. The so-called “bilateral agreements” between Switzerland and the EU
amount to the incorporation of EU regulations into Swiss law in selected policy
areas (Lavenex et al., 2009, p. 819). They not only grant Switzerland access to
the common market but also provide a basis for cooperation in areas like
research, security or culture. For instance, the “MEDIA Plus” and “MEDIA 2007”
agreements cover the country’s participation in the MEDIA support programs
for the audiovisual industry. Moreover, Switzerland is also a party to the ECTT,
which might have necessitated the alignment of pre-existing regulation. Sec-
ond, indirect Europeanization occurs without formal negotiations and means
that a non-member state unilaterally adapts to existing European rules. In
Switzerland, this so-called “autonomous adaptation” (autonomer Nachvollzug)
involves an evaluation of EU-compatibility of each new piece of legislation (Kux
and Sverdrup, 2000, p. 251; Lavenex et al., 2009, p. 819). As with access to the
common market, the Swiss economy has a strong interest in such compatibility
in order to prevent discrimination of domestic companies.
Research questions and propositions
This overview emphasizes that the Europeanization of television regulation is
not restricted to member states of the EU. Rather, the boundaries of the Union
have become blurred (Kux and Sverdrup, 2000). As they have to adapt to the
acquis communautaire, state aid rules, support programs for the audio-visual
industry and minimum standards for linear and non-linear audio-visual servi-
ces also apply to acceding countries and EEA members. The degree of Europe-
anization of Swiss television regulation and how it differs from the situation in
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other non-member states is less clear. The few existing studies in political sci-
ence looking into the complex relationship between the EU and Switzerland did
not analyze the television sector. However, the questions of how Swiss television
regulation was influenced by European audiovisual policy in the last 25 years,
how Europeanization differs from other non-member states, and whether direct
or indirect Europeanization proved to be more important merit attention. After
all, transfrontier television plays a significant role. Switzerland is a typical
small state with three next-door giant neighbors sharing the same languages
which results in a strong position of overspilling German, French and Italian
TV channels in the Swiss television market.
As discussed above, Switzerland as a non-member of both the EU and the
EEA has no obligation to adapt to the acquis communautaire (Sciarini et al.,
2004, p. 354), and bilateral agreements play a minor role with respect to the
media, covering only support programs for the audiovisual industry. And while
Switzerland is a party to the ECTT, the convention contains only minimum
standards, limiting its direct influence on national regulation. Thus, I first pro-
pose that direct Europeanization plays only a marginal role for television regula-
tion in Switzerland.
In contrast, it can reasonably be expected that indirect Europeanization is
highly important. While reverse discrimination is explicitly allowed in both the
TWF directive and the ECTT, locational policy favors a leveling down to Euro-
pean minimum standards. In order to preserve the competitiveness of domestic
broadcasting markets, one country after another imported deregulation (Dyson
and Humphreys, 1989, pp. 142–143; Humphreys, 1996, pp. 164–170). Given the
importance of advertising for commercial channels, I secondly posit that Swit-
zerland autonomously adapted to European minimum standards with respect to
advertising.
However, the revised AVMS directive of 2007 heavily liberalized advertising
regulation in the EU while the corresponding revision of the ECTT was first
stalled and then discontinued due to an intervention of the European Commis-
sion (Zeller and Ramsauer, 2010). Ever since, television stations in neighboring
EU countries have to comply with less-rigid regulation than domestic stations.
Consequently, it can be expected that the nature of indirect Europeanization
changed and thus I thirdly propose that Switzerland, in order to maintain the
competitiveness of its domestic television industry, autonomously adapted to
the liberalized EU advertising regulations.
The following section will shortly discuss the methods employed before
presenting the results of the empirical study.
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Swiss television regulation and Europeanization
In order to analyze the complex relationship between the European level and
Switzerland with respect to television regulation, a qualitative analysis of docu-
ments was performed. Publicly available legal documents like acts, ordinances
(decrees) and bills, accompanying dispatches and explanatory notes of the Fed-
eral Council (government) and the ministry (Federal Department of the Environ-
ment, Transport, Energy and Communications, DETEC) as well as minutes of
parliamentary debates (official bulletin of the National Council and the Council
of States) were collected and analyzed using a method of deductive content
categorization (Mason, 2002; Mayring, 2007).
Specifically, categories were generated in terms of forms (direct/indirect)
and source (EU/ECTT) of Europeanization. In addition, the development of
Swiss television regulation was broken down into different phases. Since the
introduction of the first Radio and Television Act (RTVA) 1991 and the corre-
sponding Radio and Television Ordinance (RTVO) 1992, which officially liberal-
ized broadcasting (phase 1), the Swiss legislation was amended and revised
several times. It was adjusted after the failed accession to the EEA in 1993
(phase 2), to the revised ECTT and TWF directive in 1999 (phase 3) and to the
“MEDIA Plus” treaty with the EU in 2006 (phase 4). The regulatory framework
was revised completely with the new RTVA 2006 and RTVO 2007 (phase 5)
which were then again adjusted in 2010 to both the “MEDIA 2007” treaty with
the EU (phase 6) and the EU’s AVMS directive (phase 7).
Phase 1: The first radio and television law of 1991
With the entering into force of the RTVA 1991 and the RTVO 1992 on April 1,
1992, there was for the first time a definitive regulatory framework for broad-
casting. For long the public service broadcaster SRG SSR had a monopoly and
Switzerland introduced private broadcasting only cautiously. Only in 1984, as a
response to ever-more popular pirate radio stations, terrestrial advertising-
funded local radio and television stations were introduced as part of a pilot
operation. The experiment was extended until the RTVA entered into force (Bon-
fadelli and Meier, 2007; Dumermuth, 2007, pp. 358–364; Künzler, 2009,
pp. 179–202, 251–277; Künzler and Schade, 2007, pp. 98–99; Meier, 1993,
pp. 209–210; Saxer, 1989, p. 29).
The radio and television bill as originally proposed by the Federal Council
was rather strict. On the one hand, the government suggested upholding an
existing ban on foreign channels that do not comply with Swiss advertising
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rules from cable networks (Federal Council, 1987, p. 745; RTV Bill 1987, Art. 48).
Yet this provision proved untenable after the ratification of the ECTT. Thus, the
bill was changed in order to allow for the cable distribution of foreign channels
as long as they comply with the minimum standards of the ECTT (Federal Coun-
cil, 1990, p. 938).
On the other hand, the bill envisioned advertising regulations that were
partly stricter than the European rules of the TWF directive and the ECTT (Fed-
eral Council, 1990, pp. 939–940, 944). First, it was suggested to prohibit politi-
cal and religious advertising as well as advertising for tobacco products, alcohol
and prescription medications because of health and political reasons (Federal
Council, 1987, pp. 713–714; RTV Bill 1987, Art. 17(5)). Second, the government
originally planned to prohibit commercial breaks (Federal Council, 1987, p. 722;
RTV Bill 1987, Art. 17(2)). Both positions were widely supported in a public
consultation on a first draft of the bill (Federal Council, 1987, pp. 713–714).
In parliament, the ban of political and religious advertising proved to be
uncontroversial. However, since both the ECTT and the TWF directive did not
prohibit alcohol advertising, some members of parliament argued for an align-
ment to European rules in order create so-called gleich lange Spiesse or a level
playing field. Nevertheless, a majority supported the ban (AB N 1989, pp. 1628–
1633, 1638; RTVA 1991, Art. 18(5); RTVO 1992, Art. 14(1)). In contrast, the regula-
tion of commercial breaks led to heated and lengthy debates. Proponents called
for a level playing field. They argued that a ban would not only be counterpro-
ductive as it would constrain the competitiveness of Swiss broadcasters and
lead to an outflow of advertising expenditures to foreign channels but also
render the transmission of longer broadcasts in prime time economically unvi-
able (AB N 1989, pp. 1593–1594, 1627; AB S 1990, pp. 581–582). Opponents com-
pared commercial breaks to ‘mental slaps in the face’ and pointed out that the
ECTT contains only minimum standards, thus allowing for reverse discrimina-
tion (AB N 1989, pp. 1632–1634; AB S 1990, p. 582; AB N 1991, p. 337). But even
supporters of commercial breaks thought that European regulations went too
far. The TWF directive and the ECTT stipulated that films longer than 45
minutes may be interrupted once for each period of 45 minutes; other programs
may be interrupted every 20 minutes; news, documentaries, religious and chil-
dren’s programs may be interrupted every 20 minutes provided that they are
longer than 30 minutes (Directive 89/552/EEC, Art. 11; ECTT, Art. 14). Members
of parliament proposed that only broadcasts longer than 90 minutes may be
interrupted once (AB N 1989, p. 1635; AB S 1990, pp. 563, 568, 581). As a conse-
quence, even the government changed its mind: Given the rapid change of
broadcasting, it was argued that there was no scope for a Swiss exception.
Instead, ‘a middle course between adaptation and Alleingang’ by way of a mod-
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est liberalization was now supported (AB S 1990, p. 583). Yet it took three read-
ings and a conciliation conference between the two houses of parliament until
this proposition was passed (RTVA 1991, Art. 18(2); RTVO 1992, Art. 11(2)).
Time limits for advertising were not regulated in the RTVA but decided upon
by the Federal Council in the RTVO in order to be more flexible (Federal Coun-
cil, 1987, p. 734; RTVA 1991, Art. 18(3)). The adopted rules were identical with
the ECTT and the TWF directive: The amount of advertising spots was limited
to 15 % of the daily transmission time (8 % in public television); a limit of 20 %
applied to advertising spots and other forms of advertising taken together; such
other forms of advertising were limited to an hour per day; and the amount of
advertising spots within a given one-hour period was limited to 12 minutes
(RTVO 1992, Art. 12(1); Directive 89/552/EEC, Art. 18; ECTT, Art. 12).
Obviously, the Swiss law was stricter than the minimum standards con-
tained in the TWF directive and the ECTT when it comes to commercial breaks
as well as alcohol, political and religious advertising. Yet thanks to a special
provision of the ECTT, these rules did not only apply to Swiss channels but also
to advertising windows on foreign (mostly German and French) channels
directed at Swiss viewers. Advertising windows were not allowed to circumvent
Swiss regulation: As long as advertising regulation is not discriminating
between domestic and foreign channels, “advertising and tele-shopping which
are […] directed to audiences in a single Party other than the transmitting Party
shall not circumvent the television advertising and tele-shopping rules in that
particular Party” (ECTT, Art. 16).
There were a few other adaptations of the bill to European regulations.
First, the sponsorship rules in the bill (RTV Bill 1987, Art. 18) were changed in
order to adopt the slightly stricter European rules (Federal Council, 1990,
pp. 944–945; Directive 89/552/EEC, Art. 17; ECTT, Art. 17–18; RTVA 1991,
Art. 19). Second, a new provision in accordance with the ECTT, that broadcast-
ers have to take account of European productions, was added during parliamen-
tary stage (AB N 1989, pp. 1644–1645; AB S 1990, p. 577; RTVA 1991, Art. 3(1)(f)).
And finally, the RTVO was amended on January 1, 1994 with the provision that
broadcasters have to wait for two years before airing a film after it was shown
in cinema (ECTT, Art. 10(4); Directive 89/552/EEC, Art. 7; RTVO 1992, Art. 19a as
amended by AS 1993, p. 3357–3365).
Moreover, during parliamentary stage, the European Court of Human Rights
(ECHR) pronounced a judgment that freedom of expression not only applies to
the reception of television programs from direct-broadcasting satellites but also
from telecommunications satellites (Case of Autronic AG v. Switzerland). As a
consequence, the provision of the RTV bill that required authorization for the
reception of television signals from telecommunications satellites and several
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provisions distinguishing between telecommunications and broadcasting satel-
lites had to be changed (AB S 1990, pp. 575–576; AB N 1991, p. 335).
In sum, the RTVA was changed significantly from bill to act – not only
because of direct Europeanization in order to ensure compliance with the new
European minimum standards (ban from cable networks, freedom of reception,
sponsoring rules, waiting period for films) but also voluntarily in order to avoid
too strong reverse discrimination of domestic broadcasters (commercial breaks,
time limits for advertising).
Phase 2: Failed accession to the EEA agreement
When Switzerland planned to accede to the EEA agreement in the early 1990s,
various adjustments to the EU’s regulatory framework were prepared. In broad-
casting, membership in the EEA would have led to a participation in the
“MEDIA 95” program and a transposition of the TWF directive. However, given
the compatibility of the RTVA with European regulations, only minor adjust-
ments would have been necessary. Specifically, discriminations of persons from
EEA member states in licensing and must-carry regulations were to be abol-
ished. Moreover, the preferential treatment of Swiss productions in TV programs
was to be extended to European productions (Federal Council, 1992, pp. 627–
630; AB S 1992, p. 658; AB N 1992, p. 1972).
Yet the EEA agreement was rejected in a referendum in late 1992. The gov-
ernment decided not to dismiss all of the prepared legislative changes in order
to reinvigorate the Swiss economy and to assure compatibility with EU regula-
tions (Federal Council, 1993, p. 810). Regarding broadcasting, it was suggested
to parliament to open the audiovisual market for foreign broadcasters by abol-
ishing the discrimination of foreign persons when it comes to licensing and
must-carry regulations. The preferential treatment of European productions was
however made subject to a participation in the “MEDIA 95” program, which
never happened. Parliament passed this indirect Europeanization without con-
troversy (Federal Council, 1993, pp. 861–862; AB S 1993, p. 193; AB N 1993,
p. 811; RTVA 1991, Art. 11, 26, 31, 35, 42 as amended by AS 1993, pp. 3354–3356).
Phase 3: Adapting to the revised ECTT and TWF directive
The revision of the TWF directive in 1997 and the ECTT in 1998 brought about
several changes. First, teleshopping windows of up to three hours were now
allowed, teleshopping spots were included in the existing time limits, and chan-
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nels exclusively devoted to teleshopping came under the regime as well (Direc-
tive 89/552/EEC as amended by Directive 97/36/EC, Art. 18, 18a, 19; ECTT,
Art. 12, 18bis). Second, the revised European rules dealt with the access of the
public to events of major importance (Directive 89/552/EEC as amended by
Directive 97/36/EC, Art. 3a; ECTT, Art. 9a). And third, the provision that broad-
casters have to wait for two years before airing a film after it was shown in
cinema was abolished (Directive 89/552/EEC as amended by Directive 97/36/EC,
Art. 7; ECTT, Art. 10(4)).
In response, the Federal Council opted for an indirect Europeanization and
amended the RTVO on August 1, 1999. It abolished the waiting period for films
and adopted the provision granting access to major events but not the revised
teleshopping regulations (Federal Council, 1999, pp. 1297–1301; RTVO 1997,
Art. 20a, 21 as amended by AS 1999, pp. 1845–1847).
Phase 4: Participation in the “MEDIA Plus” program
The biggest adaptation to European regulations between 1991 and 2006 was
related to the MEDIA support program for the audiovisual industry. Based on
a new bilateral agreement between the European Community and Switzerland,
the country was allowed to participate in the “MEDIA Plus” program.
However, non-member states may only participate in the MEDIA program
if their regulation corresponds to the TWF directive. Since the only major differ-
ence between Swiss legislation and community law were the quotas for Euro-
pean and independent productions, Switzerland had to implement these quotas
in 2006 (Federal Council, 2004, pp. 6000, 6054). All television stations (with
the exception of local and regional ones) have to ensure, where practicable and
by appropriate means, that at least 50 % of their transmission time is reserved
for Swiss or other European works and that at least 10 % of their transmission
time or at least 10 % of their programming budget is reserved for Swiss and
other European works by independent producers (Federal Council, 2004,
pp. 6057, 6234–6236; MEDIA Plus Agreement, Appendix II; RTVA 1991, Art. 6a
as amended by AS 2006, pp. 1039–1040; RTVO 1997, Art. 20c as amended by
AS 2006, pp. 959–960). This change proved to be uncontroversial in parliament
(AB S 2004, p. 683; AB N 2004, p. 1920). Accordingly, Switzerland had to adapt
to the TWF directive as a trade-off for the participation in the MEDIA program –
a first instance of direct Europeanization to community law.
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Phase 5: The revised radio and television law of 2006
In response to a changing environment, the Federal Council decided to revise
the RTVA and the RTVO completely. The main thrust of the revision was to
abolish the reverse discrimination of domestic private broadcasters and to ‘free
them from unnecessary regulatory constraints’ (Federal Council, 2000a, p. 20).
Accordingly, the government suggested leveling down Swiss advertising regula-
tion to the minimum standards of the TWF directive and the ECTT (Federal
Council, 2000a, p. 22; 2000b, pp. 13, 16, 51; 2002, pp. 1592, 1597, 1614, 1623).
First, the bill brought the regulation of commercial breaks in line with European
regulations. However, in contrast to the TWF directive and the ECTT, it was
suggested to prohibit breaks in children’s programs. Second, the only remaining
differences regarding time limits were eliminated by recognizing teleshopping
spots and allowing teleshopping windows of up to three hours per day (RTV
Bill 2002, Art. 11, 12, 15(2); Federal Council, 2002, pp. 1623, 1677–1679). In both
cases, the stricter rules for public television were to remain unchanged. Finally,
it was proposed to lift the ban on alcohol advertising. Initially, the Federal
Council planned to uphold the ban because of prevention (Federal Council,
2000b, p. 52; RTV Draft 2000, Art. 10(1)). Yet after a public consultation on a
first draft of the bill, the government changed its mind and suggested to allow
advertising for beer and wine but not for spirits on private channels (RTV Bill
2002, Art. 10(1); Federal Council, 2002, pp. 1623, 1675–1676). In contrast, politi-
cal and religious advertising was still intended to be prohibited, albeit political
advertising was now more narrowly defined in order to comply with an ECHR
judgment (Federal Council, 2002, pp. 1623, 1676–1677; DETEC, 2007, pp. 10–11;
Case of VgT Verein gegen Tierfabriken v. Switzerland).
The liberalization of advertising regulation was widely supported in parlia-
ment. The provisions dealing with commercial breaks and time limits were
passed smoothly and the competency to decide on details was delegated to the
Federal Council, who adopted the European minimum standards in the RTVO
(RTVA 2006, Art. 11, 13(2); RTVO 2007; Art. 18, 19, 22; DETEC, 2007, pp. 11, 13).
Some members of parliament even suggested abolishing the ban on political
and religious advertising. Yet a majority perceived political advertising as harm-
ful to a well-functioning direct democracy and upheld the ban (AB N 2004,
pp. 63–64; 2005, p. 1114; AB S 2005, p. 60; RTVA 2006, Art. 10(1); RTVO 2007,
Art. 17). It was mainly the liberalization of alcohol advertising that proved to be
controversial. While proponents welcomed the equal treatment of foreign and
domestic channels, opponents referred to youth protection and reminded their
colleagues that advertising windows have to comply with Swiss advertising reg-
ulation thanks to the aforementioned special provision of the ECTT (AB N 2004,
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pp. 60–62; ECTT, Art. 16). In the end, parliament wanted to prevent an outflow
of advertising expenditure to advertising windows on foreign channels and per-
mitted advertising for beer and wine on local and regional channels only (AB
S 2005, p. 60; AB N 2005, p. 1114; RTVA 2006, Art. 10(1), 14(2)). In the RTVO,
the rules for the presentation of alcohol advertising were adapted to European
standards (RTVO 2007, Art. 16; DETEC, 2007, p. 10).
Aside from Europeanizing advertising regulation, the new law also adopted
the ECTT’s provision that programs shall respect fundamental rights and
human dignity (Federal Council, 2002, p. 1668; ECTT, Art. 7(1); RTVA 2006,
Art. 4(1)) and provisions of the TWF directive (that are more detailed than the
ones in the ECTT) dealing with the protection of minors (Federal Council, 2002,
p. 1670; DETEC, 2007, p. 3; Directive 89/552/EEC as amended by Directive 97/
36/EC, Art. 22a; ECTT, Art. 7(2); RTVA 2006, Art. 5; RTVA 2007, Art. 4). These
changes did not cause any debates in parliament.
The revised RTVA and RTVO (which entered into force on April 1, 2007)
demonstrate that there was no need to adapt Swiss regulation to the ECTT and
community law. The liberalization of advertising regulation was a conscious
and sovereign political decision in order to grant domestic broadcasters the
same possibilities like foreign channels.
Phase 6: Participation in the “MEDIA 2007” program
When the “MEDIA Plus” support program expired at the end of 2006, Switzer-
land had to renegotiate a new bilateral agreement with the EU in order to be
able to participate in the new “MEDIA 2007” program. Yet this time around,
negotiations proved to be more difficult.
It became clear that the European Commission demanded that Switzerland
not only adopt European quota regulations but also the TWF directive’s provi-
sions dealing with the access of the public to events of major importance and
the state of transmission (or country of origin) principle (Federal Council, 2007,
p. 6689). While quotas and access to major events were already implemented,
adopting the state of transmission principle would override the ECTT’s provi-
sion that advertising windows have to comply with Swiss regulation. That
would allow them to circumvent the stronger Swiss regulation when it comes to
alcohol, political and religious advertising. This was not only seen as a problem
because of alcohol prevention and direct democracy but also as an economic
discrimination of domestic channels (Federal Council, 2007, p. 6690). The
agreement was put into force provisionally on September 1, 2007, but parlia-
ment sent it back to government for renegotiations (AB N 2007, pp. 1854–1859;
AB S 2007, pp. 1013–1018).
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A year later, the government presented a slightly revised agreement. The
European Commission was not willing to grant Switzerland an exception from
the state of transmission principle. Instead, it was agreed that Switzerland
(similar to the process described in Directive 2010/13/EU, Art. 4) could contact
member states from which advertising windows non-compliant with Swiss regu-
lation originate in order to achieve a mutually satisfactory solution (Federal
Council, 2008, pp. 9111–9112; MEDIA 2007 Agreement, Appendix I, Art. 1). The
government was convinced that using this process the bans on spirits, political
and religious advertising could be upheld for advertising windows. The chance
to enforce a ban on advertising for wine and beer on advertising windows was
however perceived to be unrealistic. In order to prevent a discrimination of
domestic channels, government thus suggested abolishing the ban on wine and
beer advertising for all Swiss channels, including public television (Federal
Council, 2008, pp. 9112–9117). Parliament was divided. In lengthy debates (AB
N 2009, pp. 877–880, 1578–1579; AB S 2009, pp. 233–238, 448–449, 915), oppo-
nents of alcohol advertising expressed their worries regarding prevention and
the protection of minors while proponents argued against a discrimination of
domestic channels: “Let’s not score an own goal; let us at least grant a level
playing field to Swiss broadcasters” (AB S 2009, p. 448). The two houses could
not agree. It took three readings and a conciliation conference to adopt this
liberalization of alcohol advertising. The liberalization entered into force on
February 1, 2010 (RTVA 2006, Art. 10(1), 14(2), as amended by AS 2010, pp. 371–
372).
In order to guarantee the participation of Switzerland in the MEDIA support
program, the country had to accept the state of transmission principle – a sec-
ond instance of direct Europeanization to community law. However, the liberali-
zation of advertising for beer and wine on national domestic channels was
not demanded by the EU but simply influenced by the desire to avoid reverse
discrimination.
Phase 7: Dealing with the AVMS directive
Even before the above-mentioned liberalization was passed, another round of
deregulation of advertising rules started. In August 2009, the government pro-
posed to revise the RTVO in response to the EU’s new AVMS directive. This
directive brought about a liberalization of advertising regulation in EU member
states. And since advertising windows on foreign channels are no longer subject
to Swiss regulation but to the regulation in their respective countries of origin,
they would benefit from less-rigid regulations than domestic channels. The
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argument essentially was that a liberalization of advertising regulations was
necessary to counteract this emerging disadvantage for domestic channels
(DETEC, 2009, p. 1).
After a public consultation, the government liberalized existing regulations:
First, the provision allowing isolated advertising spots was adopted (Directive
2010/13/EU, Art. 19(2); RTVO 2007, Art. 18(1) as amended by AS 2010, pp. 965–
972). Second, the regulation of commercial breaks was leveled down to the new
European minimum standards. For most programs, no limitations exist any-
more. Films and news may be interrupted for each period of at least 30 minutes.
No breaks are allowed during religious services. However, differing from the
AVMS directive, Switzerland upholds the prohibition to insert advertising dur-
ing children’s programs (Directive 2010/13/EU, Art. 20; RTVO 2007, Art. 18 as
amended by AS 2010, pp. 965–972). Third, the time limits for advertising were
eased. As in the AVMS directive, the proportion of advertising spots and tele-
shopping spots should not exceed 20 % per hour. The time limits for teleshop-
ping windows were abolished. Switzerland, however, opted to maintain the pro-
vision that advertising spots may not exceed 15 % of the daily transmission
time (Directive 2010/13/EU, Art. 23; RTVO 2007, Art. 19 as amended by AS 2010,
pp. 965–972). Fourth, the regulation of sponsorship was slightly changed and
brought in line with the directive (Directive 2010/13/EU, Art. 10; RTVO 2007,
Art. 20 as amended by AS 2010, pp. 965–972). Finally, it was decided to adopt
the new European provision on product placement which slightly differed from
the Swiss rules (Directive 2010/13/EU, Art. 11; DETEC, 2009, p. 2; RTVO 2007,
Art. 21 as amended by AS 2010, pp. 965–972). These changes entered into force
on April 1, 2010.
Despite the fact that there was no obligation to adjust the Swiss regulatory
framework to the new advertising rules in the AVMS directive, only few differen-
ces to European minimum standards remain. For instance, the ban on political,
religious and spirits advertising persists. Driven by the goal to prevent a disad-
vantage for domestic channels compared to advertising windows on foreign
channels, Switzerland essentially adapted to the relevant provisions of the EU’s
directive.
Table 1 summarizes the different instances of direct and indirect Europeani-
zation in Swiss television regulation since the liberalization of broadcasting.
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Indirect Europeanization Direct Europeanization
Phase 1: EU • Permission of commercial –
RTVA 1991 breaks
• Adaptation of time limits for
advertising to TWF/ECTT
• Adoption of TWF/ECTT sponsor-
ship rules
• Adoption of TWF/ECTT waiting
period for films
CoE • Permission of commercial • Abolishment of ban on foreign
breaks channels that do not comply
• Adaptation of time limits for with Swiss advertising rules
advertising to TWF/ECTT from cable networks
• Permission of free reception of
TV signals from telecommunica-
tions satellites (in response to
ECHR judgment in Autronic
case)
• Adoption of TWF/ECTT sponsor-
ship rules
• Adoption of TWF/ECTT waiting
period for films
Phase 2: EU • Non-discrimination of foreign –
Failed acces- broadcasters
sion to EEA
CoE – –
Phase 3: EU • Adoption of TWF/ECTT access –
ECTT/ TWF to major events provision
revisions • Abolishment of waiting period
for films
CoE • Adoption of TWF/ECTT access –
to major events provision
• Abolishment of waiting period
for films
Phase 4: EU – • Adoption of TWF quotas for
MEDIA Plus European and independent pro-
ductions (as part of “MEDIA
Plus” agreement)
CoE – –
Table 1: Europeanization of Swiss broadcasting regulation.
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Indirect Europeanization Direct Europeanization
Phase 5: EU • Adaptation of commercial –
RTVA 2006 breaks regulation to TWF/ECTT
• Adaptation of time limits for
teleshopping to TWF/ECTT
• Abolishment of ban on beer/
wine advertising for local/
regional TV
• Adoption of TWF protection of
minors provision
CoE • Adaptation of commercial • Narrower definition of political
breaks regulation to TWF/ECTT advertising (in response to
• Adaptation of time limits for ECHR judgment in VgT case)
teleshopping to TWF/ECTT
• Abolishment of ban on beer/
wine advertising for local/
regional TV
• Adoption of ECTT general obli-
gations for broadcasters
Phase 6: EU • Abolishment of ban on beer/ • Acceptance of state of transmis-
MEDIA 2007 wine advertising for all chan- sion principle and adoption of
nels TWF access to major events pro-
vision (as part of “MEDIA 2007”
agreement)
CoE – –
Phase 7: EU • Adaptation of advertising –
AVMS directive regulation to AVMS
CoE – –
Table 1: Continued from page 408.
Discussion and conclusion
This paper explored the Europeanization of television regulation in non-EU
member states. In response to a new era of transfrontier television brought
about by liberalization and advances in distribution technology, both the Coun-
cil of Europe and the EU became active in television regulation. Community law
affects not only members of the EU but also non-members, yet to varying
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degrees. Other than acceding countries and EEA members (e.g., Norway), Swit-
zerland has no obligation to adapt to the acquis communautaire. Findings sug-
gest that Swiss television regulation was indeed heavily influenced by European
audiovisual policy but Europeanization differed strikingly from that in other non-
member states.
On the one hand, Switzerland had an interest in concluding the bilateral
“MEDIA Plus” and “MEDIA 2007” agreements in order to improve the support
of its audio-visual industry. In exchange for participation in the MEDIA support
programs, Switzerland had to transpose quota regulations, a provision granting
access of the public to events of major importance and the highly controversial
state of transmission principle contained in the TWF and AVMS directives. Addi-
tionally, it was necessary to adhere to certain provisions of the ECTT when
preparing the first RTVA of 1991 and to slightly adjust legislation to judgments
of the ECHR. Hence, the first proposition that direct Europeanization played a
marginal role can be partly uphold. However, the acceptance of the state of
transmission principle involves a significant shift in Switzerland’s relationship
to the EU, as will be discussed below.
On the other hand, indirect Europeanization by autonomous adaptation led
to revisions and adjustments of Swiss television regulation time and again. Out
of economic interests, provisions for television advertising were deregulated in
response to liberalization at the European level. The empirical analysis thus
supports the second proposition that autonomous adaptation is important when
it comes to advertising regulation. Yet, as expected, the nature of indirect Euro-
peanization changed after the entering into force of the new AVMS directive
which liberalized advertising regulation in the EU. The analysis corroborates the
third proposition that compatibility with EU regulations gained in importance.
Switzerland autonomously adapted to the liberal advertising provisions of the
AVMS directive. However, unlike proposed, it was not locational policy that
prompted Switzerland to level down its advertising regulation to the minimum
standards of the directive. Rather, the acceptance of the state of transmission
principle caused by direct Europeanization was a turning point with severe
consequences for indirect Europeanization as it rendered void the favorable
ECTT provision dealing with advertising windows. Before, advertising windows
on foreign channels directed at Swiss viewers were not allowed to circumvent
Swiss advertising regulation. Reverse discrimination existed only in the sense
that commercial channels abroad potentially had better economic conditions.
After, advertising windows have to comply with the regulation in their respec-
tive countries of origin alone, and stricter Swiss regulation only applies to
domestic channels. As a consequence, the pressure to autonomously adapt to
the AVMS directive’s advertising rules has risen in order to prevent a discrimina-
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tion of domestic channels compared to advertising windows on foreign chan-
nels.
These results also show that Europeanization was often motivated by eco-
nomic considerations. Both the participation in the MEDIA support program
and the leveling down of existing advertising regulation correspond to the inter-
ests of the domestic audio-visual and advertising industry. The argument of a
level playing field (gleich lange Spiesse) was used repeatedly to demand less
rigid advertising regulation. In the end, Europeanization brought about a mar-
ketization of Swiss television: 20 years after the EU and the Council of Europe
became active in television regulation, Switzerland is incorporated into a
Europe of television advertising without frontier. However, it needs to be
emphasized that Switzerland liberalized advertising regulation only reluctantly
and following changes at the European level. The RTVA of 1991 contained strict
regulations for commercial breaks and prohibited alcohol advertising. Parlia-
ment and government were not willing to put locational policy and the competi-
tiveness of the domestic industry completely before the interest of viewers and
alcohol prevention. Only 15 years later, with the new RTVA of 2006, the regula-
tion of commercial breaks was liberalized. This prolonged refusal to liberalize
advertising regulation was facilitated by the fact that advertising windows had
to comply with Swiss regulation. This changed after Switzerland unwillingly
accepted the state of transmission principle in exchange for participation in the
“MEDIA 2007” program. Only now, in order to prevent a discrimination of
domestic broadcasters against advertising windows, alcohol advertising and a
further leveling down of regulation to the new minimum standards of the AVMS
directive became acceptable to parliament and government. It is thus question-
able whether such marketization would have taken place without advertising
windows overspilling from less-strictly regulated markets. This reluctance
towards liberalization might partly be explained by the weak role commercial
broadcasting plays in the small Swiss media system. In contrast to its big neigh-
bors, Switzerland had hardly any reason to push for a marketization of broad-
casting.
When compared to both EU member states and other non-members that
are required to constantly align to the acquis, it is striking that Europeanization
of television regulation in Switzerland is restricted to compliance with the con-
ditions for participation in the MEDIA support programs (i.e., the transposition
of the unwanted state of transmission principle and of uncontroversial quota
regulations) as well as to the unilateral leveling down of advertising regulation.
The more recent regulatory issues that most European countries have to deal
with – the regulation of non-linear audio-visual services and ex-ante tests for
new services offered by public service broadcasters – do not concern Switzer-
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land at all. Other than EEA countries like Norway, Switzerland is neither obli-
gated to transpose the AVMS directive nor to comply with EU state aid rules.
This is not to say that the online activities of the public service broadcaster SRG
SSR are undisputed. However, the introduction of a public value test and the
application of competition regulation to the funding of SRG SSR prove to be
non-issues. It will be interesting to observe whether this Alleingang in regulating
video-on-demand and public service media will be sustainable or whether Euro-
peanization is inevitable in the long run.
In conclusion, this study shows how far-reaching the influence of the EU
in the broadcasting sector is even for non-member states. Irrespective of differ-
ences in the degree of Europeanization, non-member states are formally
excluded from EU decision-making. The EFTA countries that joined the EEA,
like Norway, constantly have to align to the acquis communautaire. And since
accepting the state of transmission principle when concluding the “MEDIA
2007” agreement, Switzerland has virtually no choice but to autonomously
adapt to the advertising provisions contained in the AVMS directive in order
to prevent a discrimination of domestic commercial television. This raises the
question of whether non-membership really is a recommendable strategy to
preserve a country’s independence or whether the “semi-colonial” quasi-auto-
matic transfer of EU regulations and so-called “autonomous” adaptation are
not resulting in a far bigger dependence since rules are adopted without having
a say in their development.
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